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A field survey to characterize echo performance of toll telephone connec-

tions was conducted in 1972. Information on echo path loss and echo path

delay for talker echoes was obtained from a sample of nearly 1700 con-

nections in the continental United States. This paper discusses the survey

data acquisition techniques, the sample design, and the statistical results.

A major result of the survey was the determination that echo path delay is

significantly less than previously estimated. For the longest connections

(2700 miles or 1+31+5 km), the median round-trip echo delay is J+o ms, 11 ms
less than previously calculated from the sum of connection segments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Echo may be experienced by talkers on long telephone connections

when conditions exist analogous to those producing acoustic echoes,

i.e., a two-way transmission path, a point of reflection, a perceptible

time delay between transmission and reception, and received energy

of sufficient amplitude to be detected. In the presence of a loud, long-

delayed echo, whether acoustic or telephonic, conversation is likely

to be difficult. Figure 1 is a simplified representation of a long-distance

telephone connection with two-wire loops, four-wire trunk, and the

hybrids (H) and balancing networks used in joining two-wire and

four-wire circuits. The hybrids are the principal points of reflection in

the telephone network. When a hybrid is perfectly balanced, none of
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the energy from the receive pair of the four-wire path passes to the

transmit pair. Since many different two-wire circuits, presenting a

range of impedances, may be switched to a trunk while its associated

balancing network remains fixed, some energy, which varies in amount

from connection to connection, may be returned to the talker. Figure

1 also shows the direct and echo speech paths and their relative delay

times. Only talker echoes are discussed here, since listener echoes are

not significant when talker echoes are controlled to acceptable

magnitudes.

Control of echo has been a concern of telephone engineers since

long-distance telephone connections were made practicable by the

introduction of low-distortion gain devices. The factors causing tele-

phone echoes and most of the methods used since then to control echo

were discussed by A. B. Clark in 1923. 1 These factors included the

tolerance of talkers to echo as a function of echo amplitude and echo

delay, the velocity of propagation of facilities, the degree of control of

reflected signals at reflection points, and the choice of trunk losses to

insure acceptable direct speech amplitudes while keeping echo ampli-

tudes low. Another method of controlling echo that is presently used

was soon added, the installation of echo suppressors on trunks having

long echo delays to open the echo return path when speech is present

in the direct path. 2 These measures, as appropriate, were applied to

long toll trunks to control echo (from longer delayed reflections) and

to short toll trunks to control singing and near-singing distortion (from

shorter delayed reflections) . The toll network trunking plan generally

required only one or two short trunks and one long trunk to establish

any long-distance connection. These trunk design methods for echo

and singing control were continued from the 1920s through the 1940s,

though with the passage of time knowledge of subscriber preferences

was refined, impedance balancing was improved, new echo suppressors

were developed, and carrier-type toll transmission facilities having

propagation velocities approaching that of light were placed in service.

These improvements permitted substantial reductions in the overall

losses of long-distance connections.

A major change in echo design of toll trunks occurred in the late

1940s and early 1950s in conjunction with the change from operator

to machine switching of toll calls, changes in the trunking plan allow-

ing automatic alternate routing, and an increase to 7 in the maximum
number of toll trunks in a long-distance connection. The Via Net Loss

(vnl) plan was developed and implemented to assure acceptable echo

performance on connections involving a few or many trunks, to provide

low overall connection losses, and to avoid more than one echo sup-

pressor on a long connection. 3,4
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In more recent years, attention has been given to new echo problems.

The very long delayed echoes resulting from the transmission paths

provided by communication satellites require changes in echo control

measures. 6 The extension of speech transmission on digital facilities

to greater and greater distances also will require new echo control

measures. The Tl digital short-haul carrier system was introduced in

the early 1960s, and its use continues to grow rapidly. 6 Long-haul

digital trunk transmission systems are being developed. 7 The No. 4

ess Toll Switching System will electronically switch digital bit streams

to effect circuit switching. 8 Such digital arrangements will not easily

permit adjustment of direct transmission loss on a trunk-by-trunk

basis as specified by the vnl plan, and so require development of

alternate methods of echo control.

Information was desired on the echo performance of the existing

switched telephone network to provide an improved data base for

echo control studies and planning, both for improvement of the present

network and for evaluation of echo control measures proposed for

digital networks. Information also was desired on whether there had

been changes in subscriber reactions to echoes after some years of ex-

perience with low-loss long-distance connections.

This paper reports on the testing methods and results of a field

survey to characterize the echo performance of the public switched-

telephone network by making observations on a large sample of long-

distance calls placed between many locations throughout the con-

tinental United States. The information obtained has been used to

update mathematical models of echo performance of the telephone

network. These models are being used in a variety of studies to evaluate

results of changes proposed for the network. The echo survey disclosed

that round-trip echo delays on the longer distance connections were

shorter than had been predicted by older models. As a result of this

and other information from the survey, the trunk lengths at which

echo suppressors are installed have been increased, and significant cost

savings are anticipated.

In this survey, observations were made on long-distance telephone

connections extending from the local switching offices visited during

the survey to distant called subscriber stations. The switching offices

to be visited were selected using sampling techniques, copies of billing

records were obtained, the billed calls were stratified by length into four

mileage bands, and called numbers were randomly selected for the sur-

vey in each mileage band. Thus, the echo test calls repeated telephone

calls previously made from the sampled offices. Figure 2 lists the

sampled central office locations and shows the route traveled between

locations.
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ALLENTOWN.PA.
ERSKINE LAKES, N.J.

HUGHESVILLE. MD.

BELTON, S.C.

MARATHON, FL.

DALLAS, TX.

TULSA, OK.

SANTA ANA. CA.

LOS ANGELES, CA.

HAYWARD, CA.

SAN FRANCISCO, CA.

SALT LAKE CITY, UT.

BURLINGTON, CO.

HURON, S.D.

MASON CITY, IA.

BOONVILLE, MO.

COLLINSVILLE, IL.

CINCINNATI, OH.

WAYNE. Ml.

PROVIDENCE, R.I.

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

NEW YORK, N.Y.

(MANHATTAN)

Fig. 2—Echo survey tour route and cities visited.

Prior echo measurements9 had been made only on portions of con-

nection echo paths, e.g., trunk transmission facilities, trunk terminat-

ing equipment, and the return loss between trunks and loops and be-

tween trunks and other trunks. Statistical modeling techniques were

used to derive echo path loss and echo path delay distributions for

overall connections. The availability of new measuring techniques,

minicomputers, and processing software made possible this first survey

in which actual echo path loss and delay were determined on calling-end

office to called-subscriber connections, with only the station and loop

from the calling subscriber to his serving local office being excluded.

Information is available from a loop survey10 to refer echo path loss to

the originating station, if desired.

Figure 3 shows schematically the subscriber stations, loops, switch-

ing offices, and trunks comprising a possible long-distance telephone

connection. The figure also indicates locations where signals may be

reflected back into a path leading to the point of origin, causing talker

echoes. The figure shows only those talker echoes heard by subscriber

W. However, since telephone connections have the same general
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structure at both ends, similar echoes of his own speech from reflection

points throughout the connection (talker echoes) may be heard by

subscriber Y. The characteristics of echo paths extending from the

local office (B) adjacent to subscriber W to the distant end and back,

shown as the far-end echo in Fig. 3, are reported here. The specific

characteristics determined for each connection were the round-trip

echo path loss and echo path delay.

In the following sections, the survey sampling plan is presented, the

measuring technique and instrumentation are described, and the survey

results are presented and discussed.

II. SAMPLE DESIGN

The population about which information was desired was the set

of toll calls originating in Bell System end offices and spanning an air-

line distance between originating and terminating local offices of 180

miles or more. Both originating and terminating ends of toll calls were

confined to the continental United States. Toll calls shorter than 180

miles were excluded because the echo delay on these calls is short, and

such short echoes are seldom perceived by subscribers.

The sampling plan used to select specific toll connections for field

testing was a two-stage plan with primary stratification and substrati-

fication. The two-stage plan adopted has the advantage of limiting the

number of locations to be visited for survey measurements. Bell

System end-office buildings were identified as primary units of the

sampling plan. Ten primary strata were formed. Each stratum was

identified with the set of Bell System end-office buildings located in

the area served by one of the ten regional centers in the ddd (direct-

distance-dialing) network of the continental United States. The first-

stage sample of primary units contained a total of 22 end-office build-

ings. Four primary units were selected from the White Plains region,

and two were selected from each of the remaining nine regions. The
first-stage sampling was made with probabilities proportional to

estimates of size. The size of a primary unit was defined by the total

number of outgoing toll calls based on billing records from the 1966

Message Minute Mile Study11 and the 1964 Wire Center Study. 12

The subjective effect of an echo is related to its delay, which is cor-

related with distance. This distance dependence influenced the struc-

ture of the sampling plan and resulted in the use of substratification.

Four subclasses of toll calls were identified for data analysis purposes.

They were defined on the basis of the airline distance between originat-

ing and terminating central offices. The four mileage bands were

180-360 miles (290-580 km), 360-725 miles (580-1167 km), 725-1450

miles (1167-2333 km), and 1450-2900 miles (2333-4667 km). The
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purpose of the substratification was to give a sample of approximately-

equal size in each of these mileage bands. Four substrata were denned

so that they approximately coincided with the four subclasses denned

above. For convenience in the establishment of the second-stage

sampling frames, the substrata were defined in terms of the numbering

plan area (npa) of the terminating end of a call rather than in terms of

the exact distance between the end offices. Thus, if an npa fell entirely

inside one of the four mileage bands (measured from the originating

end of the call), then all calls terminating in that npa were referred to

the corresponding substratum. If an npa straddled the boundary be-

tween two mileage bands, then calls in that npa were referred to the

substratum that corresponds to the mileage band in which the majority

of calls into the npa were expected to terminate. This arbitrariness in

the substratum definition does not affect the ability to analyze data

with reference to each of the four subclasses defined. It has the ad-

vantage of avoiding the computation of the exact airline distance

between originating and terminating central offices for the large

number of calls listed in the second-stage frames.

Lists of outgoing toll traffic during one or more days were acquired

from each of the 22 end office buildings comprising the first-stage

sample. The lists covered one day's traffic for large offices and two or

more days' traffic for small offices. The number of days was adjusted to

give a sufficiently large listing of long toll calls. The substratification in-

dicated above was imposed on each of the 22 lists. The second-stage

sample of calls to be tested in the survey then was selected by simple

random sampling. Independent selections were made in each substra-

tum of each primary unit in the sample. Each second-stage sample ele-

ment was identified with the telephone number of a called customer.

The sample size was determined in such a way that the sample was ap-

proximately self-weighting in each of the four substrata (all observa-

tions contribute equally in calculating the statistical estimates within a

mileage band) . This self-weighting feature extended across all primary

units within a specific substratum.

The sample size was determined on the basis of precision require-

ments and variance estimates. The precision requirements took the

form of a maximum width of ±1 dB for the 90-percent confidence

interval of the mean echo path loss in each of the four mileage bands.

Available data on variance components for the echo path loss were

then used to derive the sample size. Successful transmission tests were

completed on a sample of 1681 connections. Of these, 393 were in the

first mileage band (180-360 miles), 470 in the second, 411 in the

third, and 407 in the fourth mileage band.
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All estimates given in Section V refer to the population denned above.

The statistical estimation procedures used to derive the results were

the appropriate ones for multistage-structured-sample surveys. 13

III. SURVEY INSTRUMENTATION

In planning the instrumentation of this field survey, goals were : (i)

the measurement results will accurately represent the field conditions,

(ii) the test equipment will perform reliably during use and after

repeated shut-downs, moves, and start-ups at new test sites, (tit) the

equipment design will permit its operation and relocation by technical

staff personnel without requiring excessive time for training and

hands-on experience, (iv) the operation will require a minimum number
of persons, (v) the overall equipment operation will be monitored by

built-in self-checking and operator-checking features, (vi) the output

data will be in a form that will simplify subsequent processing and

use, and (vii) the field travel and expense will be minimized. These

goals were generally met. The methods used are briefly described in

the next five paragraphs; greater detail is given in subsequent

paragraphs.

The heart of the echo test set was a minicomputer. Software pro-

grams directed the testing sequences of translating stored test signals

from digital to analog form for application to the sampled connections,

and translation of the applied and echo return signals to digital form

for recording on magnetic tape. These digital/time domain results

were processed by a fast Fourier transform (fft) program in the com-

puter and translated to the frequency domain. Further processing

(division by the transform of the transmitted signal) gave the fre-

quency response of the entire connection echo path. The fft was then

used to translate to the time domain, giving the impulse response of

the connection with the echoes separated in time. This permitted

identification of the echo of interest, which then was transformed back

to the frequency domain, giving the wanted output parameters-echo

path loss and echo path envelope delay versus frequency for the

selected far-end echo. The accuracy of the test set is determined by the

gain in its input path and by the a/d (analog-to-digital) converter

step size. Referred to the central office loop input, the quantizing noise

from the a/d converter digital sampling is —84.6 dBm, or 5.4 dBrn,

well below the telephone line noise. Thus, echo path loss values are

bounded by telephone fine circuit noise, not by test equipment

characteristics.

The echo path test set was installed in a small van that was driven

from site to site and parked by the sampled central office buildings.
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Alternating-current power and telephone line connections were made
between the van and the central office buildings. Setup, checkout, and

calibration of the test equipment required only an hour or two. Figure

4 shows the equipment lineup within the test van.

The test set was put in operation by mounting program and data

magnetic tapes and loading four command words or conditions into

the computer via the computer console switches. Subsequent opera-

tional commands were entered via pushbuttons that lighted to indicate

test status or available choice options. The software programs were

written to provide checks of the steps involving operator actions, to

provide automatic multiple attempts when tape reading errors were

encountered, and to permit returns to the start of sequences in case

of operator error. These arrangements permitted single-operator opera-

tion after a short training period. However, two-man test teams

operated in the field on overlapping two-week assignments to provide

continuity of testing throughout the day, to take care of other than

measurement details, and to provide guided hands-on experience.

In operation, the called telephone number was dialed by a repertory

dialer, there was a short conversation with the answering party in

which the test was explained, the telephone number verified, and co-

operation obtained. The subscriber was asked to cover the telephone

transmitter with the palm of his hand to reduce room noise interference,

Fig. 4—Interior of test van.
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the test tones were transmitted, the subscriber was thanked, and the

call was terminated.

The echo path field data were recorded on magnetic tapes in standard

data format to be compatible with large computers on which final

processing was carried out after completion of the field portion of the

survey.

3.1 Programmable test set

This section describes the hardware and software of the test set and

its capabilities, which include analysis of observations and display of

echo path loss and phase versus frequency. The principal information

flow to and from the test set minicomputer is via digital-to-analog

(d/a) and a/d converters. A block diagram of the test set is shown in

Fig. 5. One magnetic tape unit is used to read stored programs and

the other to record raw and processed data. The quantized interroga-

tion signals stored in the computer memory as pcm binary words (part

of the test program) are translated into a stair-step signal by the d/a

converter and passed to the output low-pass filter (lpf), which re-

constructs the original interrogation signals. Following the lpf is an

attenuator used for setting the signal power transmitted to the local

switching office. The talk-test switch connects the hybrid either to a

dial/talk circuit for dialing a connection and talking to the subscriber

or to the interrogation signal source. The hybrid is used to interconnect
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Fig. 5—Echo path test set.
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the four-wire test set transmit-and-receive paths to the two-wire

central office loop. In the receive path, the monitoring loudspeaker

permits test personnel to verify transmission of the test signals. The

lpf at the input to the sample-and-hold (s&h) amplifier is used to

filter out frequencies higher than half the sampling rate. The sah

amplifier samples the incoming signal and holds the sample value

constant while its a/d conversion is taking place.

The operator controls the test set by pushing buttons on the control

panel to direct the test system to perform the various test or analysis

operations. The control panel is also used to load numerical data in

the test set and to display entered numbers and results of computations

on a light-emitting diode (led) display. The oscilloscope displays the

transmitted signal and, following analyzation, the impulse, amplitude,

or phase responses via the d/a converter.

As directed by the operator's pushbuttons, the computer's central

processor unit executes various operational programs that are stored

on magnetic tape and in core memory. These programs are overlaid

in core memory from tape as they are needed by a monitor program14

that always resides in the core memory.

3.2 Measurement of network impulse response by deterministic source

interrogation signal

A number of methods were investigated for determining the impulse

response of networks. The one chosen for the echo survey used a

deterministic signal comprised of a finite number of evenly spaced fre-

quency components spanning the frequency band of interest, whose

phases were specified to obtain a minimum signal amplitude peak-to-

average ratio.

The impulse response, h(t), of a network can be found by first cal-

culating its frequency response, H(u>), and then computing the inverse

Fourier transform of H(co).

h(t) = F-*[H(<*n

A sample value of the frequency response can be calculated by applying

a sine wave to the input of the network, determining the resulting

output, and dividing the output by the input. Thus, if X{wi) is the

input signal at frequency w» and Y{on) is the output signal resulting

from this input, then H (a>»), the network response at w, is

H(o>i) = Y(coi)/X(m).

For a linear time-invariant network (essentially attained by the
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testing method), the principle of superposition holds and the observa-

tions can be made simultaneously at all frequencies on of interest.

The period of the lowest-frequency sine wave used was made to

exceed the maximum expected delay of the network to avoid the

ambiguity caused by one cycle of a sine wave being indistinguishable

from the next. Since the maximum expected round-trip delay, based

on models of the telephone network, was less than 60 ms, the test

signal was designed to have a period of about 100 ms. This allows for

a 40-ms duration of the impulse response of an echo delayed 60 ms.

It follows, from the frequency sampling theorem, 15 that a signal

essentially time-limited to 100 ms is completely specified by samples

every 10 Hz. These samples in the frequency spectrum should cover

the entire spectrum of interest, 200 to 3400 Hz, plus an additional

upper band in which the energy can be reduced to zero using realizable

filtering techniques. The transmitted interrogation signal, x(t), was

made up by summing 390 sine waves from about 10 Hz up to about

3800 Hz spaced approximately 10 Hz apart so that

390

x{t) = C£ cos [uit + 0i].
1=1

The amplitude distribution of the resulting interrogation signal x(t)

depends on the relative phases <£,• chosen for the component sine waves.

This waveform can range from a very peaked impulse, when all the

components are in phase, to a signal that has a relatively low peak-to-

rms ratio for certain other phase relationships. Since there are many

devices in the echo path that could overload and cause nonlinear

distortion, such as amplifiers and syllabic compressors, a signal that

has the least peak-to-rms ratio is desirable. When the phases of the

component sine waves are proportional to the square of their fre-

quencies, the peak-to-rms ratio is minimized.16 The phases, </>,, in the

interrogation signal are given by

<t><
= i

2/390.

The resulting sum of all the components is a good approximation to

frequency modulation of a carrier with a sawtooth waveform. At the

beginning of the approximately 100-ms sweep period, the energy is

centered around 3800 Hz and linearly decreases in frequency with

time to around 10 Hz at the end of a period. Figure 6 shows the wave-

form of one period of the interrogation signal.
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Fig. 6—One 102.4-ms period of the interrogation test signal.

IV. DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING

4.1 Examples of echo path characteristics

The impulse response of an overall long-distance connection includes

the impulse response of the near-end and intermediate paths as well

as that of the desired far-end echo path. The occurrence of such echoes

is depicted in Fig. 3. To obtain the wanted far-end echo path charac-

teristics, the energy reflected from the far end must be separated from

that reflected from near-end and intermediate discontinuities. This can

be done only if the reflections are sufficiently separated in time.

Figure 7a shows the impulse response of an actual connection in

which near-end and far-end echoes were the significant contributing

0.05

0.04 -

? 0.02 -

-0.01

- -0.02

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110

ROUND-TRIP DELAY IN MILLISECONDS

Fig. 7a—Impulse response of a telephone connection.
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;

elements. To obtain the echo path characteristics of the far-end echo

alone, the amplitude values of the first impulse response (from the

near-end discontinuity, to 30 ms) are set equal to zero. The inverse

transform is then taken, giving the amplitude and delay characteristics

of the second or far-end impulse response that characterize the echo

path. Figure 7b shows the far-end echo path amplitude response and

Fig. 7c the envelope delay response (the derivative of the phase

response) for the connection.

Figures 8a, 8b, and 8c show the impulse response, echo path ampli-

tude, and envelope delay response of a connection with several reflec-

tions at the far end that could not be separated. The ripples versus

frequency in the amplitude response result from the relative phasing

of the components from two reflections. Large nulls occur when the

two reflected components are nearly equal and 180 degrees out of phase.

These correspond to absorption bands, and in these regions the actual

delay is not equal to the envelope delay. 17 In such instances, delay

values for the connection were taken from smooth curves that con-

tinued the trends adjacent to the absorption bands.

4.2 Data processing during and after acquisition

Basic to processing of the echo data is the discrete Fourier trans-

form (dft). 18 The fast Fourier transform algorithm for calculating
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Fig. 8a—Impulse response of a telephone connection with multiple far-end echoes.
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Fig. 8b—Far-end echo path loss of a telephone connection versus frequency;

multiple echoes present.
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Fig. 8c—Far-end echo path envelope delay of a telephone connection versus fre-

quency; multiple echoes present.
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the dft is most efficient if the number of data points to be transformed

is an integral power of two. As previously mentioned, to measure

delays of 100 ms the fundamental frequency should be about 10 Hz.

The sampling rate for the converters was set to 10 kHz to allow some

margin against aliasing of the voice-band measurements. For a 1024-

point transform, a maximum period of 102.4 ms is possible, which

meets our objective and gives a fundamental frequency F
= 10000/1024 = 9.76525 Hz. The bandwidth of the echo paths is less

than 3300 Hz19 and, therefore, to cover the spectrum, the interrogation

signal consisted of the sum of 390 sine waves spaced every 9.765625 Hz
up to 3808.59375 Hz. The digital amplitude samples of the interroga-

tion signal stored in the test set were preshaped to take into account

the (sin x)/x weighting caused by using finite width samples instead

of impulses to reconstruct the continuous wave. 20 Thirty-five periods

of the interrogation signal were sent and, since each period lasts

102.4 ms, the test signal lasted 3.574 seconds. Received signals recorded

simultaneously with transmission of the last 32 periods of the test

signal were processed during data reduction. The time elapsing during

transmission of the first three periods permitted any syllabic com-

pandors present in the connection to reach equilibrium and transients

to subside. The first step in signal processing was averaging of ampli-

tude samples over the 32 signal periods, which improved the signal-to-

noise ratio by 15 dB.

Although the desired echo path response is band-limited to less

than 3300 Hz by filters in the facilities making up the trunks, 19 the

reflected energy resulting from near-end discontinuities is not band-

limited in this manner and normally will extend beyond 3800 Hz. The
result of measuring a network whose bandwidth exceeds the band-

width of the interrogation signal is equivalent to truncating the spec-

trum describing the wider bandwidth network, or measuring with these

impulse response techniques an ideal low-pass filter in tandem with

the desired network. This substantial discontinuity in the frequency

spectrum causes Gibb's phenomenon21 in the impulse response. To
avoid this distortion, the returned signal was further digitally filtered

by a 3400-Hz low-pass filter (dlpf) to assure that the response dropped

off sufficiently at 3800 Hz. The dlpf loss characteristic is included in

the response shown in Fig. 9a, where echo path loss versus frequency

for the test set is shown. The high-frequency roll-off is determined

entirely by the dlpf. This response is a calibration check for a 100-

percent reflection (open circuit at the loop side of the hybrid) and thus

includes all frequency weighting by the test set. Figure 9b is the

envelope delay response of the calibration test.
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Immediately following transmission of the 35-period interrogation

signal, a 2109-Hz tone* was sent for 409.6 ms to disable echo suppres-

sors that may have been present in the connection, and the interroga-

tion signal was transmitted a second time. If an echo suppressor were

present in the connection, it would have opened the return path and

suppressed the echo from the far end during the first interrogation

signal transmission. Sending the echo suppressor disabling tone made

the echo suppressors inoperative, which kept the return path connected

so that the echoes from all portions of the connection were recorded

the second time the interrogation signal was sent.

The last 32 periods of the interrogation signal were averaged and

then transformed by the fft during processing of the recorded data.

These transformed data were multiplied by the transform of the

3400-Hz dlpf mentioned above. The filtered data were then divided

by the transform of the transmitted interrogation signal to obtain

the system function of the connection modified by the filter. The

inverse fft was then computed, and the resulting impulse response

was stored on magnetic tape. Both sets of data, with echo suppressors

enabled and disabled, were processed. When this was completed,

control was returned to the operator, and he could observe either

impulse response on the oscilloscope. After viewing the impulse re-

sponse, he could set to zero those portions of the response he desired

to omit, and the test set would compute the spectrum of the echo

path of interest. Upon completion of the transformation, either the

amplitude spectrum or the phase response could be displayed on the

oscilloscope. In addition, the minimum loss value and the average loss

for the 500- to 2500-Hz band were displayed on the led display. All

calibration measurements, and periodically a test measurement, were

processed in this manner to verify proper test set performance.

After the field survey was completed, processing was carried out on

large-scale batch processing computers at the Holmdel location of

Bell Laboratories. The echo path loss and phase were calculated, and

test set characteristics were subtracted. In addition, the absolute

envelope delay was calculated from the phase response, and microfilm

graphs were created of all responses. The results were screened for

errors, consistency checks were made, and the processed data were

analyzed to obtain the results presented in Section V.

* In establishing a path through the ddd network for data transmission, a tone in

the band 2010 to 2240 Hz is transmitted briefly just before application of the data

signals to disable echo suppressors and permit simultaneous two-way transmission

(Ref. 22).
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V. ECHO PATH CHARACTERISTICS—DATA ANALYSIS RESULTS

The echo path loss and echo path delay discussed in the following

sections are described in terms of means, standard deviations, and
cumulative distribution functions. Each estimate of a population mean
is accompanied by a 90-percent confidence interval to indicate the

uncertainty because of sampling. Scatter diagrams and plots of cumula-

tive distribution and probability density functions are used to illustrate

data behavior in specific instances.

As stated in Section I, test connections originated from local switch-

ing offices and terminated at subscriber stations. All data have been

adjusted to remove the influence of the lines used to connect the test

equipment to the local switching offices and that of the testing equip-

ment itself. Thus, results given in the following sections apply to con-

nections having loops of zero length and 0-dB loss at the originating

ends. Since test connections terminated at subscriber stations, cus-

tomer loops were encountered at the far ends.

5.1 Loss characteristics of echo paths

Loss is intentionally introduced into the transmission path of a

telephone connection to control echo performance, as previously noted.

The total loss is allocated to various segments of the transmission path

according to the Via Net Loss plan adopted by the Bell System in the

early 1950s. 3,23 The goal of that design is to provide enough loss to

control echo performance and simultaneously to insure adequate

received levels for satisfactory direct transmission between subscribers.

5.1.1 Losses tor tar-end echoes

Three measures of echo path loss were extracted from each amplitude

response characteristic. These are (i) the unweighted average echo

path loss in the frequency band 500 to 2500 Hz, (ii) the echo path

loss at 1000 Hz, and (Hi) the minimum echo path loss. The average

loss in the 500- to 2500-Hz band was calculated on the power scale

over those test signal frequencies that fell within the indicated fre-

quency band. This measure of echo path loss is used to evaluate sub-

jective reaction to talker echoes in the telephone network. All three

measures are discussed in this section.

Results of a statistical analysis of data for these three loss charac-

teristics are tabulated in Table I. Echo suppressors were disabled when
the information to calculate these loss characteristics was recorded.

The 500- to 2500-Hz echo path loss for far-end echoes is, on the

average, 23.8 dB. Its distribution is approximately normal with a
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Table I
— Losses for far-end echo paths on toll telephone

connections (echo suppressors disabled)

Connection

500- to 2500-Hz
Echo Path Loss

1000-Hz Loss Minimum Loss

Length
(Airline Miles) Mean

(dB)
Std.

(dB)
Mean
(dB)

Std.

(dB)
Mean
(dB)

Std.

(dB)

180-2900 23.8 ± 1.9 6.3 26.2 ± 1.6 7.6 19.4 ± 1.8 5.8

180-360
360-725
725-1450
1450-2900

23.1 ± 1.6

24.3 ± 2.2

24.6 ± 2.2

23.3 ± 2.1

5.7

6.8

6.3

6.4

25.2 ± 1.5

26.8 ± 1.9

27.2 ± 1.9

25.9 ± 1.8

7.0

8.0

7.9

7.6

18.7 ± 1.6

19.8 ± 2.0

20.1 ± 2.0

18.9 ± 1.9

5.3

6.3

5.7

5.9

standard deviation of 6.3 dB. Table I shows that the estimated mean

echo path losses increase slightly with increasing connection length

in the first three mileage categories and the mean loss decreases

slightly in the last one. This dependence upon connection length,

while not statistically significant, probably results from application

of the Via Net Loss plan to trunks used to establish connections. The

trunk design loss under that plan is dependent upon the length of the

trunk and is an increasing function of trunk length for trunks less than

1565 miles long. Echo suppressors were required on trunks longer than

1565 miles at the time the survey tests were made. Trunks containing

an echo suppressor have a design loss of dB. Although trunks are

placed in tandem to establish connections, and airline distances in-

stead of total trunk lengths are used to present the results in Table I,

the overall influence of the Via Net Loss plan seems apparent in

these estimates.

The estimated mean echo path loss at 1000 Hz exceeds the estimated

mean 500- to 2500-Hz echo path loss by 2.4 dB, while the estimated

standard deviation is larger by 1.3 dB. The difference in standard

deviations is caused by ripples in the amplitude responses for some

far-end echo paths (see Fig. 8b). These were caused by two or more

reflections at the far end that could not be separated on some test

connections. The 1000-Hz echo path loss is approximately normally

distributed.

The estimated mean minimum echo path loss is 4.4 dB less than the

estimated mean 500- to 2500-Hz echo path loss, and the estimated

standard deviation is 0.5 dB smaller. The standard deviation is smaller

because the minimum losses are less influenced by ripples in the

amplitude responses. The distribution for minimum echo path loss is

close to normal.
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Fig. 10—Estimated probability density for the frequency at which minimum echo
path loss occurs for far-end echoes.

The frequency at which the minimum echo path loss occurred was

determined for each test connection. The estimated probability density

for minimum echo path loss frequency is given in Fig. 10. This density

function shows that the distribution is bimodal. The mode for low

frequencies occurs around 400 Hz and the mode for high frequencies

around 2400 Hz. When singing occurs because of excess gain on a

connection, it usually is at frequencies between 200 and 500 Hz or

2500 and 3200 Hz. The bimodal behavior illustrated in Fig. 10 is in

good agreement with that observed phenomenon.

5.1.2 Influence of echo suppressors

At the time field tests were conducted, echo suppressors were re-

quired on interregional intertoll trunks greater than 1565 miles long

and on most intertoll trunks directly connecting regional-center toll-

switching offices. 4

Table II shows that 18 percent of toll connections longer than 180

airline miles contain an echo suppressor. When considered by mileage

category, the table shows that essentially no echo suppressors are

found on connections shorter than 725 airline miles. An estimated

25.4 percent of the connections belonging to the 725 to 1450 airline-

mile category contain an echo suppressor. The airline distance between
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Table II — Echo suppressor usage and operation on toll

telephone connections

Percent
Encountering

Echo Suppressors

Far-end Echoes
500- to 2500-Hz Echo Path Loss

Connection
Length

(Airline Miles)

E. S. Disabled E. S. Enabled

Mean
(dB)

Std.

(dB)
Mean
(dB)

Std.

(dB)

180-2900 18.0 ± 2.6 23.8 ± 1.9 6.3 28.9 ± 2.4 12.1

180-360
360-725
725-1450
1450-2900

0.4 ± 0.3
25.4 ± 5.1

90.1 ± 1.7

23.1 ± 1.6

24.3 ± 2.2

24.6 ± 2.2

23.3 ± 2.1

5.7

6.8

6.3

6.4

23.2 ± 1.6

24.3 ± 2.2

31.4 ± 3.5

49.2 ± 2.4

5.6

6.8

11.9

10.9

originating and terminating local switching offices is substantially less

than the total trunk length for many connections. The locations of toll

switching offices, alternate routing in the network, and the physical

routes of transmission facilities between switching offices contribute

to these differences between airline and actual connection lengths.

Thus, some connections in this category may contain intertoll trunks

greater than 1565 miles in physical length; others could contain inter-

toll trunks connecting two regional center switching offices. An esti-

mated 90.1 percent of the connections in the longest mileage category

contain an echo suppressor. The switching of intertoll trunks in

tandem in a telephone connection accounts for some of these connec-

tions not having echo suppressors. Some may have had echo sup-

pressors that did not suppress properly. These reasons account for the

absence of echo suppressors on approximately 10 percent of the long

connections. It was also estimated that 5.4 percent of echo suppressors

did not respond to disabling tones.

Figure 1 1 is a scatter diagram of 500- to 2500-Hz echo path loss with

echo suppressors disabled versus connection length in airline miles

between originating and terminating local switching offices. Figure 12

is the corresponding scatter diagram of echo path loss with suppressors

enabled. A comparison of these diagrams illustrates the influence of

echo suppressors. Echo path loss is substantially increased on long

connections when echo suppressors are enabled, while it remains un-

changed for short connections that generally do not contain echo sup-

pressors. Results for echo path loss with and without echo suppressors

are listed in Table II. The presence of echo suppressors on connections

in the last two mileage categories increases the mean echo path loss.
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Fig. 1 1—Scatter diagram of far-end echo path loss on toll telephone connections
with echo suppressors disabled versus connection length.

In many cases, the test signal was so highly attenuated by echo sup-

pressors that only line noise was observed. The mixture of connections

with and without echo suppressors accounts for the high standard

deviations in the last two mileage categories. Figure 13 shows that the

distribution of echo path loss with echo suppressors disabled is close to

normal, while operation of echo suppressors causes positive skewness in

the echo path loss distribution. Though not illustrated, the distribution

for echo path loss with echo suppressors enabled is positively skewed

in the third mileage category and negatively skewed in the fourth.

The positive skewness in the third mileage category is caused by the

25 percent of the connections that contain echo suppressors. The
negative skewness in the fourth category is caused by the 10 percent

of the connections that do not contain echo suppressors.

Figure 14 graphically displays the suppression introduced by echo

suppressors. The 500- to 2500-Hz echo path loss with echo suppressors

disabled is plotted against the echo path loss with suppressors enabled.

In cases where telephone connections did not contain echo suppressors,
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Fig. 12—Scatter diagram of far-end echo path loss on toll telephone connections

with echo suppressors enabled versus connection length.

the two losses are close to being identical. These points in the figure lie

about a line with a slope of +1 passing through the origin. In cases

where properly functioning echo suppressors were encountered, the

points lie well to the right of that line. An analysis of the data for con-

nections that contained echo suppressors shows that the average addi-

tional loss inserted by the echo suppressors is greater than 28.4 dB
and that this detectable additional loss is normally distributed with a

standard deviation of 7.6 dB. In most cases, echo suppressors at-

tenuated the reflected test signals to such an extent that they were

below the noise present on the connections. In these cases, the actual

losses with suppressors enabled were obscured by the circuit noise.

Because of this, the estimated average additional loss inserted by echo

suppressors is a lower bound on the average amount of suppression

actually introduced.
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Fig. 13—Distributions of far-end echo path loss on toll telephone connections,

with and without echo suppressors enabled.

5.2 Delay characteristics of echo paths

In voice transmission for a given echo path loss, the subjective

disturbance caused by talker echo increases as receipt of the echo is

increasingly delayed in time. 1-4 This delay is primarily determined by
the length of the transmission path traversed, by the physical trans-

mission media encountered, and by the number of modulation-demodu-

lation steps associated with the individual transmission facilities en-

countered. Echo path delay on toll telephone connections is discussed

in the following sections.

5.2.1 Delays experienced by tar-end echoes

In Section I it was noted that echo path delay is the round-trip

transmission delay experienced by an echo. This delay was computed

from the impulse responses at approximately 10-Hz intervals across

the voice frequency band. 1000-Hz and minimum echo path delays are

discussed in this section. The minimum echo path delay may occur at

different frequencies for different echo paths. The frequency at which

the minimum occurs is also discussed.

Estimates of echo path delay are listed in Table III. The estimated

average 1000-Hz delay is 19.5 ms for connections longer than 180 air-
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Fig. 14—Scatter diagram of far-end echo path loss on toll telephone connections
with echo suppressors disabled versus echo suppressors enabled.

line miles. The distribution of 1000-Hz delay has an estimated standard

deviation of 9.5 ms. Figure 15 shows that the distribution is truncated

at about 5 ms in the lower tail, due to exclusion of toll connections

shorter than 180 miles, and is highly skewed toward the positive

direction.

Table III— Delays for far-end echo paths on toll

telephone connections

Connection Length

1000-Hz Echo
Path Delay

Minimum Echo
Path Delay

(Airline Miles)
Mean
(ms)

Std.

(ms)

Mean
(ms)

Std.

(ms)

180-2900 19.5 ± 0.9 9.5 18.5 ± 0.9 9.4

180-360
360-725
725-1450
1450-2900

11.7 ± 0.8

16.4 ± 0.5

24.8 ± 2.1

37.3 ± 1.3

3.4

3.8

5.0

6.1

10.6 ± 0.7

15.4 ± 0.7
23.7 ± 2.0

36.2 ± 1.4

3.2

3.6

4.8

6.0
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Average 1000-Hz delay increases monotonically with increasing con-

nection length. This reflects the increased propagation delay required

to travel greater distances and the increased likelihood of encountering

more modulation-demodulation equipment on long connections. A
previous study of intertoll trunks established that more channel bank
pairs are found on long trunks than on short ones. 24 Alternate routing

in the telephone network also accounts for an increased number of

channel banks in long connections because more trunks are established

in tandem to set up the connections. The standard deviation for 1000-

Hz delay also increases with increasing connection length. The distribu-

tion of 1000-Hz delay in the shortest mileage subclass exhibits a high

degree of positive skewness just as the overall distribution does. How-
ever, the distributions for the three remaining mileage subclasses are

close to normal with slight deviations from normality found in the

upper and lower tails.

Minimum delay closely follows the same trends discussed above for

1000-Hz delay. An analysis of the differences between the two delays

calculated for each test connection estimates the average difference to

be 1.1 ±0.1 ms. These delay differences are close to being normally

distributed with an estimated standard deviation of 0.6 ms. The
cumulative distribution for minimum delay is also plotted in Fig. 15.
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This figure clearly shows the similarity between 1000-Hz and minimum

delay.

In many instances, the echo path delay versus frequency curves are

rather flat in the middle of the voice frequency band. Since the mini-

mum delay generally occurs in that area of the band, the frequency of

minimum delay was arbitrarily defined to be 1700 Hz in these cases.

This occurred in approximately one-third of the observations. The

average frequency of minimum delay is estimated to be 1743 ± 33 Hz.

The standard deviation is estimated to be 229 Hz.

5.2.2 Observed changes In echo path delay

Comparison of the current echo survey results with previously

available information for echo path delay shows a noticeable decrease

in the amount of transmission delay experienced in the telephone net-

work. Figure 16 is a scatter diagram of the 1000-Hz echo path delay
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Fig. 16—Comparison of previous and present echo path delays on toll telephone

connections.
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observations for the echo survey versus the lengths of the connections

on which the observations were made. Median 1000-Hz echo path

delays are indicated by the two curves superimposed on the scatter

diagram. The curve labeled "Previous Median" is based upon the echo

path delay information available before this survey,25 and the curve

labeled "Present Median" is based upon the echo path delay data ob-

tained in this survey. To generate the present median curve, the median
delay was calculated in nine nonoverlapping, all-inclusive mileage

bands. A linear, least-squares, curve-fitting routine was used to fit a

quadratic equation to these nine points to obtain the curve. The
standard error of this fit is 1.2 ms.

Examination of Fig. 16 shows a reduction in the estimated echo

path delay between previous and present median echo path delays of

about 11 ms for the longest connections. This improvement in median

delay gradually decreases as the connection length gets shorter. For

the shortest connections observed, the indicated improvement in

median delay is very slight. This trend towards shorter echo path delays

may have resulted from the following trends in the telephone plant

over recent years : (i) provision of more direct high-usage trunk groups

between cities, (ii) increasing use of carrier-type transmission facilities,

and (Hi) fewer voice-to-carrier frequency conversions in the longer

trunks. These trends together produce the cumulative effects of reduc-

ing propagation delays attributable to physical transmission media
and signal delays attributable to modulation-demodulation equipment.

5.3 Echo path loss versus delay

Echo path loss and delay have been discussed individually. In this

section, echo path loss is described in terms of its observed relationship

with 1000-Hz echo path delay. Connections are grouped into delay

categories to analyze echo path loss. The interval of delay is 5 ms wide

for each category. A particular delay category contains all connections

having observed 1000-Hz echo path delays that fall within the speci-

fied time interval. Table IV lists the average 500- to 2500-Hz echo

path losses estimated for each of the delay categories for echo suppres-

sors disabled and enabled.

Results for echo path loss with echo suppressors disabled do not

exhibit any trends related to 1000-Hz echo path delay. This is also

evident in Fig. 17. Results listed in Table IV for echo path loss with

echo suppressors in their normal operating conditions (enabled) show
that the estimated average loss increases monotonically with increasing

delay once echo suppressors begin to be encountered (around a ]O00-Hz

echo path delay of 15 ms). The standard deviation also starts changing

at that point and continues to get larger until around 35 ms of delay,
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Table IV— Losses versus delay for far-end echo paths on toll

telephone connections

500- to 2500-Hz Echo Path Loss

1000-Hz Echo
Path Delay

(ms)

Echo Suppressors Disabled Echo Suppressors Enabled

Mean
(dB)

Std.

(dB)
Mean
(dB)

Std.

(dB)

5-10
10-15
15-20
20-25
25-30
30-35
35^0
40-45
45-50

24.3 ± 1.2

22.6 ± 1.6

24.9 ± 2.3

25.2 ± 2.4

23.5 ± 1.6

22.4 ± 1.8

22.5 ± 1.6

24.7 ± 3.0

22.4 ± 0.9

5.9

5.9

6.2

6.5

6.1

6.8

5.9

7.4

4.2

24.4 ± 1.2

22.6 ± 1.6

25.0 ± 2.3

29.3 ± 4.0

35.3 ± 5.6

38.6 ± 5.8

48.5 ± 3.3

49.3 ± 2.8

52.8 ± 4.2

5.9

5.9

6.2

10.7

14.3
15.4

10.8

11.6

9.0
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Fig. 17—Scatter diagram of far-end echo path loss with echo suppressors disabled

versus echo path delay on toll telephone connections.
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Fig. 18—Scatter diagram of far-end echo path loss with echo suppressors enabled

versus echo path delay on toll telephone connections.

when it begins to decrease. This behavior reflects the process of en-

countering an increasing number of echo suppressors until, at around

35 ms of delay, only a relatively few connections remain that do not

contain echo suppressors. This behavior is displayed in the scatter

diagram presented as Fig. 18.

5.4 Intermediate echoes

Discussion of the data analysis results has been restricted to far-end

echoes in the previous sections. In addition to far-end echoes, distinctly

identifiable echoes occurring at intermediate toll switching offices were

observed on approximately 28 percent of the connections. On those

connections, the mean of the 500- to 2500-Hz echo path loss is

10.3 ± 0.7 dB higher for intermediate echoes than for far-end echoes.

The estimated standard deviation of the loss difference is 7.2 dB, and

the distribution deviates from normality in the lower tail. Approxi-
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mately 5 percent of the intermediate echoes have lower loss than the

corresponding far-end echoes on the same connections. In these few

cases, the estimated average echo path losses are 30 dB for the far-end

echoes and 27 dB for intermediate echoes. On two-thirds of these con-

nections, the two losses are within 3 dB of each other.

The detection of intermediate echoes depended upon the relationship

between the magnitude of the intermediate impulse and the peak

amplitude of the total impulse response of the test connection. If the

peak amplitude of the impulse response was high relative to the ampli-

tude of intermediate echoes on the same connection, it is possible that

the intermediates were not detected. Because of this peculiarity in the

detection scheme, the estimates above are conservative, i.e., the echo

path losses of intermediate echoes are, on the average, at least 10.3 dB
greater than the echo path losses of far-end echoes.

VI. CONCLUSION

Acquisition of actual far-end talker echo path loss and echo path

delay data on dialed-up long-distance telephone connections is now
possible using digital computer techniques. By specifying such echo

tests and analyzing the results according to sample survey procedures,

echo performance of the continental United States switched telephone

network has been characterized.

The echo survey illustrates the power inherent in modern sample

survey methods. This is exemplified by the matching of the structure

of the sampling plan to the structure of the population under study

and by the flexibility in the sample design that allows analysis in sub-

classes that are not identical to the substrata of the sampling plan.

Results of the survey are being used to model the telephone network

and evaluate network changes proposed to improve transmission per-

formance. Significant changes in echo path delay were uncovered, and

that information will be valuable in administering the United States

ddd network from a transmission viewpoint.
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